Pion mass difference has been calculated in the renormalizable gauge model of Bars-Halpern-Yoshimura. It is found that the soft pion mass difference is finite in the lowest order perturbative calculation, similar to the result obtained in the unified model of Salam-Weinberg. The mass difference of Kaon has also been discussed. k
Recent developments of gauge theories for the unification of the weak, electromagnetic, and strong interactions have led to several calculations on the pion mass difference
The electromagnetic mass difference of hadrons has also been discussed in the literature 5 . Working in the Salam-Weinberg unified model 6 , it has been shown by Dicus and Mathur 1 that the pion mass difference comes out to be finite in the soft pion limit and the divergences associated with photon and Z-meson exchange cancel without using the Weinberg second spectral sum rule. We investigate the same problem in the unified gauge model proposed by Bars-Halpern-Yoshimura (BHY) 7 . However, instead of using current algebra techniques as used earlier [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , we compute the soft pion mass difference in the lowest order perturbative approach. We shall show that the pion mass difference turns out to be finite in the soft pion limit. In Sect. II we shall construct interaction Lagrangian, in Sect. Ill we shall calculate mass difference and in Sect. IV we shall discuss the results.
II. SU(2) (X) SU(2) Lagrangian
It is a characteristic feature of the BHY model that a natural (3,3) © (3,3) symmetry breaking emerges for the hadrons, and that the neutral AS = 1 currents are suppressed without enlarging the number of quarks. The appropriate SU(2) (x)SU (2) form of the BHY Lagrangian density is
(1)
The covariant derivatives for nucleons, 2 and M hadrons are defined by
where 2 = (o / + i n, T) and (R ß ±L ß ) stand for vector and axialvector mesons. Introducing the vacuum expectation values and (ML,R) = (ML,R) = (x), which are required for the spontaneous symmetry breakdown and the Higgs-Kibble phenomenon 8 in (1), we generate direct coupling between the strong and weak gauge bosons via vector-meson dominance. The relevant interaction Lagrangian density is thus obtained 9 £i"t = + h f 9 <*) : 
III. Pion Mass Difference
To obtain the mass difference between charged and neutral pions in a perturbative way, we compute the matrix elements of various lowest order self energy diagrams of ci + and due to the emission and absorption of neutral intermediate vector bosons Z, in addition to the usual photon contribution to the a + meson. The diagrams arising from charged vector boson (W 4 ) exchanges are not contributing at all to the pion mass difference as they cancel exactly among themselves, similar to Reference 1. It is clear from Fig. 1 that in the coupling between the strong and weak gauge boson a mixing propogator Qy is appearing along with the usual vector-meson dominance diagrams.
The finite and divergent parts of the matrix elements are separated by using the dimensional regularization technique of 't Hooft and Yeltman 10 . We get finally the contribution of photon and Z-meson exchange diagrams: 
The expressions in Eqs. (4) - (7) have been obtained in simplified form as we have used the relation The finite part in Am 2 is coming only from Figure 1 (b) . 
IV. Results
It is clear that the divergent contribution to the pion mass difference [Eq. (4) and (6) 
4-5 MeV
which is of the same order as that obtained by previous authors n ' [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . It is to be noted that mass differences of other hadrons can also be calculated from this model. We found from our preliminary calculation that the kaon mass difference comes out in the correct order, but here tadpole diagrams are playing an important role 12 .
